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Nuns have had a great run. Ever since Sister Act established they could be cool and fun as well as

severe and scary, the habits have been flying into stores and off the shelves. As a great addition to

the new trend, this deliciously fun bowling set presents ten praying nun pins, one Satanic fireball,

and 32-page introduction to the nun bowling sport. Many adults still have nun-phobia left over from

their childhoods. This kit offers a healing experience that, at this price, is the cheapest therapy you

can get.
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Where has this AMAZING product been my entire life? Here I am, a repressed Roman Catholic with

an aversion (read: all consuming fear) of nuns, and now I have the chance to STRIKE back (get it?)

at these habit wearing monsters! Thank you so much Jennifer Leczkowski! You are my new hero! I

think I love you.This uber-cheap therapy has really solved all of my problems. It has truly been like

an asin sticker for my soul.Three cheers (no, three STRIKES) for Nun Bowling!

Every year I buy my aunt some sort of funny religious gift. This past Christmas I got her this, and

she loved it!! I love when I can make her laugh with something fun like Nun Bowling, Racing Nuns,

Jesus Toast Stamp ... etc.

I gave this to the Pope as a farewell gift and he said it was the best gift he ever received. He stated



that he will be opening a Sunday night league for himself and his friends.

I bought these as an ancillary gift to go with the tickets to Sister Act the Musical I bought my sainted

mother for Christmas.Turns out that Bowling for Nuns is inordinately more fun than the show!

My BFF and I have always joked about nuns (I went to Catholic school.) This was a neat little gift to

add to her 'serious' bday gift. Would have been 5 stars if the nuns weren't all exactly the same. Still

too cute!

I guess I could have read the reviews or product details closer but I did not expect it to be so small. I

was expecting something bigger and with more value to play around with. More of a shelf piece than

a toy.

My daughter has a strange sense of humor. She loved Nuns having Fun book and calendar in the

past so I knew this would be right up her "alley".

It is a gift for my Aunt who was raised by nuns and has some great and not so great soties. She will

love it along with her Nun calendar.
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